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"Skills & Sprint" 
 

Sponsored by:  

 
 

Location: Field 
Points available: 200 

 
 

Event 1: Max seconds Tuck L-sit 
Event 2: Max distance broad jump 
Event 3: Max reps 10-yard shuttle 

 
Event 4: 
For time: 

20 GHDSU* 
20/15 Cal bike 

20 HSPU* 
 

Pro = 30, 30/23, 30 reps 
 

*See movement descriptions for additional workout information. 
 

Events 1-4 are worth 50 points each. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Workout Flow: 
 
Events 1 & 2: Max Second Tuck L-sit and Max Distance Broad Jump 
 
At 3, 2, 1, GO! Athletes will have 3:00 to get a score on each of the tuck L-sit and broad jump. 
 
Tuck L-sit: 
Athletes will start by holding onto the front (marked) edge of the parallettes  and elevating their feet off 
of the ground with the heels forward of the edge of the parallettes. As soon as feet are positioned off 
the ground and the heels are forward of the parallettes, the lane judge will start their stopwatch (which 
should be approximately the same time as the large clock presented to the crowd). Athletes will 
continue to hold this position as long as they can or until they decide to stop within the 3:00 window. 
Pro athletes will be required to hold a 1 lb. weight between their feet during the tuck L-sit hold. 
 
Athletes time will be stopped and scored as soon as one of the following occurs: 
 

● Any part of their body contacts the ground 
● The heels pass the threshold of the parallettes 
● The 1 lb. weight touches the ground (Pro only) 

 
*Shoes must be worn. 
*Parallettes can be positioned as wide or narrow as the athlete wishes as long as their body is not 
being supported through anything other than the hands on the parallettes. 
*Athletes will be given up to two attempts if needed. 
 
Broad Jump 
The remaining time for the three minutes can be used to conduct a maximum of three (3) attempts at a 
max distance broad jump. Athletes will line up with both feet behind the jump line, and take off, jumping 
as far as they can from a standstill. Measurements will be taken from the heel of the foot that is closest 
to the starting line, unless the athlete fell backwards, in which case, the closest body part to touch the 
ground to the starting line. Shuffling of the feet after the land has occurred causing the judge to be 
unable to clearly identify where the athlete landed will result in a fault and a “no score” for that attempt. 
Three consecutive faults will result in a zero for the event. Shoes must be worn for this event. 
Measurement will be taken to the ½”. Tie break will be length of tuck L-sit. 
 
 
Event 3- Max 10 Yard Shuttle 
 
From 3:00-4:00 athletes will conduct a 10-yard shuffle for maximum reps. A rep will be counted every 
time the athlete travels the entire 10 yards, and touches the ground over the line with their hand. A 
touch on (or over) the line must be done in order to advance and attempt another rep. So, for the last 
few seconds of the event, you can sprint through the line and have that rep count, you would just not be 
able to attempt any additional attempts without touching the ground first. Tie break will be broad jump 
distance. 
 
There will be a 1:30 rest to get ready for the Sprint workout, which is Event 4 in the Skills and Sprint. 
This time will be used to get the GHD set up the the athletes discretion, and to ensure the seat height 
on the bike is set. 
 
 



Event 4- Sprint chipper 
 
From 5:30-9:30 Athletes will start by getting onto the GHD and doing 20 (Pro 30) Sit-ups*. Women will 
touch two hands to an 8” target off the ground, while men will be required to touch the ground with two 
hands. After the reps are successfully completed, athletes will move to the bikes and pedal a total of 
20/15 Cals (Pro will do 30/23). Athletes will then run to the wall to conduct 20 HSPU* (Pro- 30). Open 
will be doing HSPU to a 25# plate with a single abmat on top or similar, where Pro athletes will go flush 
to the ground. After the last rep has been completed, athletes will turn and run back to the GHD, where 
time will stop as soon as the GHD has been touched. Time cap for this workout is 4:00. 
 
*Open/40+/15-18 athletes will have the following options for GHD situps and HSPUs: 
GHD - 2:1 reps Abmat sit ups with 6# med ball  
HSPU - 1:1 wall walk 
See movement standards below. The athlete must choose one or the other and cannot mix and 
match movements. 
 
 
Movement standards: 
 
GHDSU- All athletes will be required to touch the pad around the ankles with both hands at the top of 
the movement. When going back down, men will be required to touch the ground with both hands, while 
women will touch an 8” target off of the ground with both hands. Both spots must be touched each 
movement for that rep to count. 
 
Cal Bike- Athletes must stay on the bike for the entire amount of calories in their workout setup.  
 
HSPU- The repetition starts with the athlete’s body in a vertical position with palm of hands within a 36” 
wide by 24” inch deep box, the heels on the wall and arms locked out with the body in a generally 
straight line. Lower the body until the top of the head touches the target (ground for Pro or 25# plate + 
Abmat for Open), and then push body back to starting position. At the top, the arms must be locked out, 
and the heels have to touch the wall in order for the rep to count. A ‘No Rep’ will be given if the athlete’s 
feet are not in contact with the wall while the body is back at the starting position after performing a rep, 
and falls away from the wall. Kipping or strict may be used. 
 
Abmat situps w/6# med ball - Each lane will be equipped with one Abmat and one 6# medicine ball. 
The athlete will sit back over the Abmat and touch the ball overhead while keep the hips on the mat. 
Then, they will sit up and touch the medicine ball in front of their feet for the completion of the rep. Two 
reps must be done for every  
 
Wall walk - If this option is chosen, the athlete must move the mat and plates from the wall, either in the 
:90 “rest” window, or before the wall walks begin. The athlete will begin with the body straight, chest to 
the floor and feet touching the wall, and will walk their feet up the wall until BOTH palms of their hands 
are within the 24x36” box in place for HSPU’s. Each wall walk repetition will count as one HSPU. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



"Bar Complex" 
 

Sponsored by:  

 
 

Location: Stadium 
Points available: 100 

 
For time: 

10 deadlifts 
9 cleans  

8 snatches  
27 Toes to bar (Pro - 10/9/8 PU, C2B, BMU) 
Open/40+/17-18 - 95/65 lb., Pro - 155/105 lb. 

 
And then, 
8 deadlifts 
7 cleans 

6 snatches  
21 Pull ups (Pro - 8/7/6 PU, C2B, BMU) 

Open/40+/17-18 - 115/75 lb., Pro - 185 lb. 
 

And then, 
6 deadlifts  
5 cleans  

4 snatches 
15 Chest to bar (Pro - 6/5/4 PU, C2B, BMU) 
Open/40+/17-18 - 135/95 lb., Pro - 205 lb. 

 
***Open/40+/17-18 only*** 

And then, 
4 deadlifts 
3 cleans 

2 snatches 
9 Bar muscle ups 

155/95 lb. 
 
 

12-minute cap 



Workout Flow: 
 
At 3, 2, 1, GO! Athletes will begin with the following complex for time, with a 12 minute time cap. They 
will start with 10 Deadlifts, 9 Cleans, and 8 Snatches. The event will continue on differently between the 
Pro athletes and the Open athletes. Pro athletes will conduct Pull ups, Chest To Bar Pull ups, and Bar 
Muscle Ups, starting with 10/9/8 reps. Open athletes will conduct 27 Toes to Bar. The weights for pro 
will be 155/105 lb., and Open/40+/17-18 will be 95/65 lb.. 
 
The next round will be 8 Deadlifts, 7 Cleans, and 6 Snatches. Pro athletes will follow the previous 
PU/C2B/BMU with 8/7/6 reps. Open athletes will conduct 21 Pull ups. Weights for this round will be Pro 
185/125 lb., and Open/40+/17-18 will be 115/75 lb. 
 
The final round for Pro’s will be 6 Deadlifts, 5 Cleans, and 4 Snatches at 205/135 lb. followed by 8/7/6 
of PU/C2B/BMU again. To complete the workout, athletes will be required to run back to the starting 
line for their time. Open will do 6 Deadlifts, 5 Cleans, and 4 Snatches at 135/95 lb. followed by 15 Chest 
to Bar Pull Ups before moving to their final “bonus” round. 
 
The Open/40+/17-18 division has a “bonus” round of 4 Deadlifts, 3 Cleans, and 2 snatches at 155/105 
lb. followed by 9 bar muscle ups. It is expected that many will not even get to this round, or if they do, 
find themselves working at 90+% of their 1RM snatch and/or facing bar muscle ups for their first time. 
We encourage attempts at PR snatches and bar muscle ups if you feel you can safely do so. 
Otherwise, a tie-break time will be taken at the end of the chest to bar pull ups in the previous round 
and athletes will get credit for the reps completed. 
 
 
 
Movement standards: 
 
Deadlifts- Standard movement will be conducted by starting with the bar on the ground, conducting a 
good lift with full extension of legs, hips open, shoulders standing tall at the top for a lockout before 
returning the bar back to the ground. Bouncing the bar off the ground for a partial lift will be considered 
a “No Rep”. 
 
Cleans- Standard movement starting with the bar on the ground, and being able to clean the weight so 
that at the top of the movement you have full extension in the legs, the hip crease is open, and your 
elbows are fully in front of the bar with the weight on your front shelf near your clavicle. Control the bar 
down if you are dropping in-between reps, but ensure you start with it fully on the ground (don’t catch it 
in the air) to conduct the next rep. 
 
Snatches- Standard movement will start with the bar on the ground, and the movement will be started 
and completed in one motion moving the bar from the ground immediately to overhead into a solid 
lockout position consisting of arms locked out overhead, head ‘through’ the front of the bar, hip crease 
open, and legs straight. A ‘No Rep’ will be given if the bar is released directly from overhead without 
controlling it down for safety concerns. If the bar comes into contact with the top of the head while 
snatching, it will also be considered a ‘No Rep’. 
 
Toes to bar - Standard movement will start with the athletes heels behind the vertical uprights and 
finishing with the toes simultaneously making contact BETWEEN the hands on the pull up bar. Kipping 
or strict may be used. Athletes will be required to face a specific direction (noted by judge) for reps to 
count. 



 
Pull ups - Standard movement will begin with the athlete at a full hang below the pull up bar and finish 
once the athlete’s chin passes over the horizontal plane of the bar. Reps may be strict or kipping. 
Athletes will be required to face a specific direction (noted by judge) for reps to count. 
 
Chest to bars - Standard movement will begin with the athlete’s body at a full hang below the pull up 
bar and then pulling their body to touch the clavicle or lower to the pull up bar. Kipping or strict reps can 
be used. Athletes will be required to face a specific direction (noted by judge) for reps to count. 
 
Bar muscle ups - Standard movement will begin with the athlete’s body at a full hang below the pull up 
bar and then pulling themselves up and on top of the pull up bar. The toes may not rise above  the 
horizontal plane of the pull up bar during the kip. There is no resting at the top of the pull up bar before 
beginning the next rep. If the judge believes the athlete is resting, the athlete will be asked to dismount 
or else the next rep will not be counted. Athletes will be required to face a specific direction (noted by 
judge) for reps to count. 
 
All movements have standards that are well established within the CrossFit community and will be 
followed by the guidelines that have been posted.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



"Burden Run" 
 

Sponsored by: 

 

 
 

Location: Field 
Points available: 100 

 
 

Complete 5 rounds of the following on a 3:00 interval: 
 From 0:00-2:30: 

150 meter "Burden Run" with sandbag, 90/60 lb. 
10 Sandbag back squats, 90/60 lb. (Pro - 12) 

6 Lateral burpees over rower (Pro - 8) 
Max calories row in remaining time. 

2:30-2:59: Rest 
 

*Entire workout is done using a 15/10 lb. weight vest. 
Score is total # of calories rowed combined in all 5 rounds. Burden run, back 

squats, and all burpee reps must be completed each round or a 25 point penalty 
will be applied. 

 
Sand bag weight (Pro and Open divisions): 90/60 lb. 

 
 
 

15-minute cap 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Workout Flow: 
 
At 3, 2, 1, GO! Athletes will begin on the round, which will last a total of three (3) minutes, with the final 
30 seconds of each round used for rest, per round for a total of five (5) rounds. They will start and 
conduct the entire event with a 15/10 lb weight vest on. The event begins with athletes standing in front 
of their sandbag, and on GO will pick it up and begin round one with a 150m run. Weights will be 90/60. 
After completing the run they will conduct 10 (12 for Pro)  Back Squats with their sandbag. After that 
completion, they will drop their sandbags, and move to the side of their rower to complete 6 (8 for Pro) 
Lateral Burpees over the rower. All of these movements need to be completed in order to start earning 
points for the round. Points are earned with Max Calories rowed in the remaining time. A total points 
count will finish with the total amount of calories rowed over the entire five (5) rounds. NOTE: There is a 
minimum work requirement for each round to complete the run, squats, and burpees. If all are not 
completed, a 25 point PENALTY will be applied if all of the movements are not done for the round. 
 
 
 
 
Movement standards: 
 
Burden Run- 150m run will be conducted with the sandbag on the shoulder. It can be carried on one or 
both shoulders but must stay there in order for you to continue moving through the run. 
 
Sandbag Squats- Standard Squat movement will be conducted, where you will start the movement 
standing fully upright at the top, and move in a downward motion until your hip crease is blow your 
knees. You will need to keep both hands holding onto the sandbag for the entire movement. A ‘No Rep’ 
will be given if hands are removed from the bag, and used to assist the movement (i.e- putting a hand 
on top of your thigh to help push you back up). 
 
Lateral Burpees- Standard movement, starting with a person standing upright and dropping to the 
ground so that both hands, chest, top of thighs and feet are on the ground, then pushing yourself back 
up to a standing position before using a TWO FOOT takeoff to jump over the rower. You are allowed to 
land on one or two feet, but a ‘No Rep’ will be given for the JUMP PORTION if you don’t start your jump 
with both feet.  
 
Rowing- Keep both feet inside the straps, and use only your hands to move the handles, generating a 
force that starts to show the amount of calories burned. The last number seen on the rower before the 
30 second rest is given will be recorded every round, and added up for a total at the end. 
 
*Brute Force weighted vests will be supplied to each athlete in the 4:00 window between heats. Men 
will wear 15# (brown) weighted vests that are size Large/X-large. Women will wear 10# (black) 
weighted vests that are size Medium/Small. You may adjust as necessary to get your best fit. You may 
NOT wear you own weight vest. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



"Rope Burn" 
 

Sponsored by:  

 
 

Location: Stadium 
Points available: 100 

 
 

10 Rounds for time: 
15 Double unders (Pro = 18) 
1 Rope climb (pro legless) 

 
*Done using a beaded jump rope. 

7-minute cap 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Workout Flow: 
 
At 3, 2, 1, GO! Athletes will begin their double unders with a beaded rope that they will be given before 
entering lane. They must conduct 15 (18 for Pro) DU before moving on the the rope climb. Rope climbs 
will be conducted with at least one hand touching the target at the top of the rope before descending 
safely. Pro athletes will be going LEGLESS, while Open athletes will be able to climb as they see fit. 
This process will be continued until all 10 rounds have been completed, or seven (7) minutes has 
eclipsed, whichever comes first. Completion of the workout will be taken once the athlete has returned 
to the starting line. 
 
 
Movement standards: 
 
Double Unders- The beaded rope must pass underneath the feet twice while they are in the air 
completely in order for a rep to be considered and counted.  
 
Rope Climb- Pro athletes will not be able to use their legs, however can jump to help their start of the 
climb. Open athletes will be able to climb with all parts of their bodies. A target at the top will have to be 
touched by the athlete before the rep will count. Safety is important, and any unsafe fall from the top of 
the rope will be considered a ‘No Rep’ 
 
 
*Three (3) sizes of jump ropes will be supplied on the workout floor. You will be able to adjust with a 
quick-knot in the 4:00 window between heats if needed, but the knot must be removed after the 
workout. The JumpNrope booth will have the EXACT replica ropes at their booth over the weekend 
(same bead count) and allow you to purchase a rope for exact sizing. Only those ropes (distinct colors 
and marked) will be allowed to be brought onto the workout floor for use. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Saturday 
 

"Max Bench" 
 

Sponsored by:  

 
 

Location: CrossFit Room 
Points available: 100 

 
Complete a max set of unbroken reps of bench press at the following weights: 

 
Pro - 185/125 lb. 

Open/40+ - 155/95 lb. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Workout Flow: 
 
Athletes will have a rack, bench, loaded bar, and up to 5 minutes to complete this test. Warm up and 
practice attempts can be made with the athlete and judge to understand how reps will be counted. A 
spotter will be behind the athlete for assistance if it is needed, but the rep will NOT be counted if the bar 
is assisted in any way. 
 
 
Movement standards: 
 
Bench press - The athlete will lift the bar out of the rack (assistance is allowed) and get it to the starting 
position with the arms locked out, and the bar over the chest. The judge will give the athlete the 
command to “begin” where they will then lower the bar until it touches their chest and then press it back 
up until the arms are locked back out at the top. At the top of the completed rep, the judge will give a 
loud count of successful repetitions completed. 
 
 A ‘No Rep’ will be given if the following occurs: 

● The athlete’s hips raise from the bench 
● Either of the athlete’s feet come off the ground 
● The athlete fails to touch the bar to the chest 
● The athlete does not fully lock out the bar at the top of the movement and wait for the judges 

count 
 
*It is extremely important to understand that the judge is NOT required to give a warning and if the 
lockout at the top is questionable, the judge will not count the rep. It is encouraged that the athlete 
practice a few reps with the judge before beginning to ensure the tempo required at the top for the rep 
to count (ie, if you go faster than your judge can count or see that your reps are good, you’ll get 
no-repped, so it pays to figure that shit out before-hand!) 
 
*If an athlete has inability to lock out the elbow overhead, it is their responsibility to let the judge know 
before beginning. 
 
*Elbow sleeves that are 7mm or less may be used for this event. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Sunday 
 

"Tire Flip" 
 

Sponsored by:  

 
 

Location: Parking Garage 
Points available: 100 

 
90 seconds max reps tire flips 

 
Weights: 

Pro men - 500 lb. tire 
Pro women/Open men - 400 lb. tire 

Open women - 300 lb. tire 
 
 
 
Workout Flow: 
 
At 3, 2, 1, GO! Athletes will be given 90 seconds to complete as many reps as possible of tire flips. The 
tire must be flipped back and forth with the athlete either jumping over, or going around the tire to flip it 
back over. There will be a designated area that the tire MUST stay within in order for the rep to count. 
 
 
Movement standards: 
 
Tire flip - Every flip will count as long as it makes a complete 180 degree rotation from the side that is 
up in the air being moved to facing the ground. At the end of 90 seconds, the last rep that completed 
the 180 rotation and landed will count. If you stand a tire up, but it doesn’t hit the ground before time 
expires, that rep will not count. 
 
 
 
 


